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Dear Customer,

It is our pleasure to present you with our AEC COUPLINGS Catalog. 

This Catalog contains the latest information of the following products:

Grid Couplings
Gear Couplings
Disk Couplings
Fluid Couplings 

We hope  you enjoy using this catalog for all ordering information.
You can also access this catalog online through our webpage

www.atlantic-bearing.com

Any improvement suggestions are greatly appreciated.
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Service Factor     1.5 1.75    2  2.25  2.5  1.5  1.75     2   2.25   2.5

Engine Service Factor    2.5  2.75    3  3.25  3.5  2.5  2.75    3  3.25  3.5

Number of Cylinders 4 or 5 6 or More

Coupling Selection

Service Factors

Service Factor and Reference

Selecting Method

Formula Selection

Standard Selection 
 
The standard selection can be used when the prime mover is an electric motor, a turbine or an engine. 
In these applications, the following information is required: 
 
- Application or type of Equipment to be coupled (e.g., motor to pump, reducer to conveyor) 
- Input and output shafts diameters D1 and D2 (mm) 
- Gap between shafts G (mm) 
- Rotational frequency n (1/min) 
- System Power P (kW) Special service factors apply when the system prime mover is a multi-cylinder engine with torque 

fluctuations not over ±20%, and a dynamic analysis ensures no serious drive train vibration will occur 
during system operation.

Service Factors listed are typical values based on normal operation of the drive systems.

Alphabatical listing  Service
of applicationn   Factor

AERATOR   2.5
AGITATORS
Vertical and Horizontal
Screw, Propeller, Paddle  1.5
BARGE HAUL PULLER  3.0
BLOWERS
Centrifugal   1.5
Lobe or Vane   1.75
CAR DUMPERS   4.0
CLARIFIER OR CLASSIFIER  1.5

COMPRESSORS
Centrifugal
Rotary, Lobe or Vane, Screw
Reciprocation
Direct Connected
With out Flywheels
With flywheel and Gear between 
Compressor and Prime Mover
1 cylinder, single acting
1 cylinder, double acting
2 cylinder, single acting
2 cylinder, double acting
3 cylinder, single acting
3 cylinder, double acting
4 or more cyL, single act

4.0
1.1
2.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
3.0
3.5
3.5

Special engine service factor is obtained in Table above, from service factor given below in pages 5-7. 
When service factor is greater than 2.0 or when dealing with 1-, 2- or 3-cylinder engines, refer system 
details to AEC COUPLINGS & CouplingES for an engineering review

The Standard Selection procedure should be used for most coupling selections. 
However, the Formula Selection procedure should be used for the following cases:

- When peak load is high

- When applying brakes (Brake disc or brake wheel is an essential part of coupling.)

Using the Formula Selection method and providing system peak torque and frequency, duty formula 
cycle, brake torque rating allow for a detailed selection.

When peak load is high: Formula A or B should be used for motors with higher than normal torque char-
acteristics. Also, these formula should be used when intermittent operations including shock load, in-
tertia effects from starting and stopping and repetitive, system-induced high peak torques are involved. 
System peak torque is the maximum torque that can exist in the system. A coupling with a torque rating 
equal to greater than the selection torque calculated with the equations below should be selected.

- Service Factor SF (1): Determine it from pages 5-7.
- Minimum Coupling Rating TRmin: Calculate the required minimum coupling rating using the                    
  following  equation: TRmin = T × SF
- Type: Select coupling type.
- Coupling Size:  Find a coupling whose rating torque TR is not less than TRmin
- Check: Verify allowable n, G, D1, D2

- System torque T: Calculate it using the following equation

Non-Reverse High-Peak Rating Torque TNRP (Nm) = max(System Peak Torque or Torque A)

When applying brakes: Use the brake rating when the torque rating of the brake exceeds the 
motor torque. In these cases, Rating Torque (Nm) = Brake Torque Rating × Service Factor

Reverse High-Peak Rating Torque TRRP (Nm) = max(2 × System Peak Torque or Torque B)

T = 9550 × P / n

Torque A (Nm) = 9550 × System Peak kW / n

Torque B (Nm) = 9550 × 2 × System Peak kW / n
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GRID COUPLING INDEX

- Vibration absorption
- Shock load absorption
- Parts and their names
- Installation
- Disassembly
- Alignment information
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AEC GRID COUPLINGS can carry considerable torques despite their compact sizes. This 
type of all-metal flexible coupling is mainly used to reduce the transmission of vibration 
and shock loading, while allowing both angular and parallel misalignments within their 
operational limits.

When a heavy overload happens, or an excessive misalignment occurs, the grid and its 
cover fail, acting as a safety device. This way, the transmission of torque is interrupted, 
and other costlier components of the drive are protected against damage. 

Compared to others, this type of coupling has a simpler installation and repair. 
Besides, grid couplings have higher reliability. Therefore, they require less and shorter 
maintenance inspections.

Absorption of vibration

Condition of Grid under light load

Condition of Grid under normal load 

Condition of grid under shock or start load

Each grid segment works as a long straight beam supported 
by the root side surfaces of the hub teeth. Coupling torsional 
rigidity is low, so light loads twist it gently.

Each grid segment works as a slightly flexed beam supported 
by the lower half side surfaces of the hub teeth. Coupling 
torsional rigidity is high, so normal loads twist it gently.

Each grid segment works as a very short flexed beam 
supported by the full side surfaces of the hub teeth. Coupling 
torsional rigidity is very high, so peak loads twist it gently.
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Parts

Individual Parts

Vibration/ Shock load absorption

*AEC grid coupling excellent performance demonstration. *AEC grid coupling excellent performance demonstration.
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Installation

The operation and life of AEC GRID COUPLING may be highly influenced by how it is 
installed and used. To successfully operate and use it without trouble, it must be installed 
and used in accordance with the provided manual. Only standard tools are required for 
installation: a wrench, a straight edge ruler, and a feeler or dial gauge.

Apply enough Grease to the grid and 
place the oil seal where it fits well into 
the groove of the cover. Insert gasket 
and assemble the cover to ensure that 
match marks inside the latter are on the 
same side.

Fill the groove on the teeth of the HUB with 
Grease, ensure that the ends of the Grid 
sections face the same direction, and then 
insert it tapping with a rubber hammer.

Adjust the parallel errors at four points 
spaced 90 degrees around the coupling 
circumference using a straight edge ruler, 
and adjust errors for the shaft centers 
more accurately using a dial gauge.

Insert clearance gauges to adjust the 
clearances and angular errors of four 
circumferences.

Clean all parts with cleansing oil, 
assemble the Oil Seal and insert hub.

Details for installation

5

4

3

2

1
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When disassembling the coupling, alternate a screwdriver to lift the both ends of 
the grid ring from the grid section.

The maintenance  should be done once a year according to the following procedure.

Check the alignment of the shaft, if the alignment is off, re-install to align again.

Ensure that all fasteners are tightened for torque.

1

2

3

4

Periodic maintenance

Disassembly

Check the conditions of oil seal and gasket. Any minimal of grease, the parts must be re-
placed regardless of the periodic maintenance.

After removing the cover, conduct a visual inspection and replace any parts that need 
replacement, apply grease again and assemble with the new gasket and oils seal.

Accurate alignment enables couplings and asociated machineries to maximize the life 
and to minimize the maintenance, in particular the life of the couplings influenced by the 
powerload, the speed at which is operated and the injection of lubricating oil.
The values listed on the following table are indicators for maximizing the coupling’s life 
and can be applied when they are based on the allowable RMP for each size. Keep the 
specified clearance, use genuine parts and assamble propertly.

Alignment guidelines
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GEAR COUPLING

- Parts and their names
- Dimensions
- Installation
- Alignment Information
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AEC GEAR COUPLINGS can carry considerable torques despite their compact sizes. The in-
ner intermediate gear and the hub gear engage each other to transmit the load. This type of 
all-metal flexible coupling has minimum power losses.

The power is transmitted in this coupling by point contact, with very little surface involved. 
This can absorb all kinds of misalignment between shafts: angular, axial and small parallel 
misalignment in a double compact unit plus larger parallel misalignment in a double unit with 
long intermediate shaft.

Gear couplings may transmit medium, big and very big torques while operating from under 100 
1/min up to 8000 1/min without problems if they are properly lubricated.

Currently, AEC GEAR COUPLING manufactures according to AGMA, the de facto international 
standard, and under JIS, the Japanese Standard. Besides, we may adapt our standard cou-
plings to fit the special needs of our customers.

Individual Parts

Parts
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Mounting procedures (PGD60 or smaller) Mounting procedure (PGDL70 or larger)

Select how to mount the crown hub after 
machining the inner diameter correctly. 
(Shrinkage/Key fitting)
Clean all components, apply grease on the 
teeth and O-ring then install the O-ring.

Select how to mount the crown hub after 
machining the inner diameter correctly. 
(Shrinkage/Key fitting)
Clean all components, apply grease on the 
teeth and O-ring then install the O-ring.

Insert the internal sleeve into the shafts and 
assemble the crown hub on both shafts. 
Adjust allowable gap and the angular error.

Insert the side cover into the shafts, assemble 
the crown hub, then assemble the O-ring and 
Internal sleeve. 
Adjust allowable gap and the angular error.

As shown in the figure, adjust the partial error 
every 90 degrees in circumference using a straight 
edge ruler so it does not exceed the error limit 
specified in the catalog. Then set the shaft center 
correctly using thedial gauge.
Insert the O-ring between the internal sleeves and 
apply grease on crown gear, then fasten the bolts 
to ensure the inlets are located at 90 degrees.

As shown in the figure, adjust the parallel 
error every 90 degrees in circumference using 
a straight edge ruler so it does not exceed the 
error limit specified in the catalog. Then set the 
shaft center correctly using the dial gauge. 
Ensure the lubricating oil inlet in the internal 
sleeve located at 90 degrees and fasten the bolt 
evenly as shown in the figure. The lubricating 
oil inlet inside the cover must perpendicular to 
the lubricating oil inlet in internal sleeve when 
assembling the side cover.

Open the lubrication inlet, and put grease using 
a lubrication gun until it overflows, then fasten 
the intlet’s bolt.

Open the lubrication inlet, and put grease 
using a lubrication gun until it overflows, 
then fasten the intlet’s bolt.

1 1

2 2

3
3

4 4

InstallationInstallation
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Accurate alignment enables couplings and asociated machineries to maximize the life and 
to minimize the maintenance, in particular the life of the couplings influenced by the power-
load, the speed at which is operated and the injection of lubricating oil.
The values listed on the following table are indicators for maximizing the coupling’s life and 
can be applied when they are based on the allowable RMP for each size. Keep the specified 
clearance, use genuine parts and assamble propertly.

Each value is also related to the coupling’s installation and the enviroment

Alignment information
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DISC COUPLING 

- Parts and their names
- Dimensions
- Assembly 
- Installation

DISC COUPLINGS
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AEC DISC COUPLING is based on disks made of a package of thin metal sheets. This new 
design breaks away with classical flexible couplings. A disk coupling has no friction and no 
moving parts, so it doesn’t require lubricating oil and can operate safely in high temperature 
environments.

In addition, disk couplings have a simpler structure and can transmit large torques even 
though it has light weight. It accepts different misalignments and has to no backlash and a 
large torsional rigidity. Besides, it can be quickly and reliably mounted and disassembled 
because it is made up of few parts.

The most important quality of this coupling is its high reliability. It keeps operating even if 
some sheets in their disk packs are damaged due to an unexpected overload. Therefore, it 
helps maintain functioning the whole system.

DISC COUPLINGS

Individual Parts

Parts
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Assembly drawing Installation

Check shaft and inner diameter for foreign material.

Check angular misalignment (Fig.1)
*Fix the dial gauge to one side, the rotate 
the hub to read the minimum value of the 
dial gauge and set it to zero. (0)
*Rotate the coupling of the dial gauge 360 
degrees again,read the motion of the dial 
gauge and adjust to the minimum value.

Check parallel misalignment (Fig.2)
*For parallel misaligment of shaft, check 
the outer diameter dial gauge values of the 
driven hub while rotating the drive shaft.
*Adjust the value within the maximum 
allowable value by moving the equipment or 
using the base plate.

Refer to the structural diagram and assemble the remaining parts.

1

2

3

4
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FLUID COUPLING

- Types
- Selection
- Mounting
- Dismounting
- Oil filling
- Operation and maintenance
- Assembly drawing
- Dimensions

FLUID COUPLINGS
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A fluid coupling is a transmission based on the kinetic energy of a fluid. Each coupling shaft 
is rigidly coupled to an impeller, and between them circulates a fluid flow. The kinetic energy 
of the flow thrown by the driver impeller 1 is greater than the kinetic energy of the flow 
thrown by the driver impeller 2. The torque T transmitted by the coupling is proportional to 
the difference of speed (slip) between the impellers.

After the engagement of the coupling, the relative slip stays normally on the range 1.5% - 
6.0%.

The relative slip in % of a hydrodynamic coupling is defined as 100×(n1 – n2)/n1.

FLUID COUPLINGS

Types

Check angular misalignment (Fig.1)
*Fix the dial gauge to one side, the rotate the hub 
to read the minimum value of the dial gauge and 
set it to zero. (0)
*Rotate the coupling of the dial gauge 360 degrees 
again,read the motion of the dial gauge and adjust 
to the minimum value.

Due to its long start-up time, chamber type fluid is 
used to silence start-up operation since oil is stored 
in chamber at holding time and it flows into the 
circuit through the nozzle during the operation. 
Due to constant speed operation oil in the circuit 
creates less slip. 
It could also be used effectively to control the 
starting torque to prevent belt breakage especially 
on belt conveyors.

Standard Type allows:

Chamber type 
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Selection of Fluid Coupling Mounting

Mount the Fluid Coupling to the motor shaft using engaging bolts as shown in the figure.

Mount the Holset coupling to the driven shaft.

Tighten the main frame of the fluid coupling 
with fixing bolts as shown in the figure.

PHH / PHP (TYPE in which the motor shaft is directly connected to the input shaft)
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Mount Flange or Hub on shafts of both sides. For shrinkage fitting, the heating 
temperature should be 100 ℃ to 120 ℃.

If the fluid coupling is installed horizontally, rotate it to select the desired amount of 
oil feeding (marks X, I, II, III, IV) indicated on the outside of the coupling.

Dismount the main frame of the 
coupling from the motor shaft by 
pushing it out with an opposite 
bolt. Do not use a hammer or 
hydraulic jack. Otherwise, the 
main frame of the coupling may 
be damaged.

The efficiency of the coupling lowers 
and the oil temperature increases 
as the slip goes up. Thus, select the 
proper level of oil filling.

Turn the coupling and loosen the opposite 
plug to allow inside air to escape. And 
pour enough oil to make it flow out from 
the inlet opening.

1

2

3

Oil filling

Dismounting
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Assembly drawing

Operation and maintenance

If start-ups are frequent, make sure that the maximum oil temperature does not exceed 90°C. If you want 
to operate at higher temperatures, you must use special seals. Please contact AEC COUPLINGS

Excessive heat may be caused by the following:
- Insufficient oil.
- Less rated power of the motor than the demanded power of the driven machine.
- Environment’s high temperature for coupling’s operation due to poor ventilation.
- Long operation time and frequent start-ups.

Must Do’s 
 - Check the amount of oil and fastening of the fixing bolt after 5000 hours of initial operation.
 -The standard of fusible plug is 145°C. If 120°C or 175°C is required, please contact AEC Couplings.
- Replace oil approximately every 5000 hours of operation.
- If the driven machine rotates in reverse, there are concerns about equipment and safety accidents.

Therefore, be sure to install braking device (BRAKE DRUM or BRAKE DISC) before use.
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Other couplings Universal shafts

Cardan Shaft Close Eye Cross Assembly

YokeNylon Coupling

Chain Coupling

Cardan Shaft Block TypeCardan Shaft Block Type

Flange Coupling Rubber Coupling
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